•

13 fat quarters of dark and medium
fabrics
10 fat quarters OR 3 yards of background fabric
4 1/2 yards backing fabric
3/4 yards binding fabric
60-degree triangle ruler

•
•
•
•

EACH fat quarter, cut (3) 5 ½” by
1 From
22” strips. Subcut each strip into (5) triangles for a total of 195 triangles. Use either a
60-degree ruler or the 60 degree mark on a cutting
ruler that is at least 6” wide.
NOTE: When joining rows, nestle the points of
NOTE: For dark-colored fabrics, cut with the tip
oriented up. This will allow you to cut three correctly the triangles together. Pin and sew. Press the
seams open.
oriented triangles per strip instead of two.
Using a long ruler, trim the sides of the quilt
one-quarter inch past the intersection of the
Lay triangles out in rows, referring to the quilt photriangles.
to shown for light and dark placement.

5

2
3 Working row by row, sew the quilt top.

6 Baste, quilt, and bind.

To sew triangles together, take the first two triangles
in the row. Position the tips with the blunt edges on
This quilt finishes at 68” x 70”.
the top and the bottom.
Place the triangles right
sides together, making sure the blunt edge
nestles in the tip and the
stitch line crosses over
right at the quarter inch
intersection.
Press towards the darker
fabric.
adding triangles in this manner until you
4 Continuing
have finished the row.
made and
designed by
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A THOUSAND GOOD WISHES QUILT- FINISHES AT 69” x 70”
DESIGNED BY CHristine Weld of THE QUARTER inCH

If you are using a directional prints, you may wish to purchase extra fabric to ensure the fabrics all face the same
direction.

